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About This Content

Customize your Epic Snail with the Snowblaster Kit!
This kit includes the following items:

* The Snowblaster Weapon (Cannon Class)
* Winter Blue Snail and Shell Skin

* Winter Camouflage Helmet
* Orange Ski Mask with White Balaclava

* Radio Headphones
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Awssssssoooommmm Puzzel Game. So yeah, no new weapons no new levels. This is basically a reskin. Not worth the price..
Chosen 2 on Steam is a videogame featuring geometric patterns of bad crappy boss designs!
With textile enemies that are copied and pasted in barrels of cookie cutter wasteness!

The shape of this game is so terrible!
It let me down because i liked the first one so much that i gave it a experimental score 9.4/10!!!

But this game is like half bitten in swollen messy signatures
that needs to be put down immediately!

Im sorry i really didnt enjoy this game developers!
You really made a complicated fan into a angry manner of not buying your next game if its chosen 3!

IT was a layered tart that was plain and not consistent with any satisfaction!
Just to clasp in your riddled minds!
I give this game a 5.6/10 even the final boss is jar lifting into pain aches and frustration!!!!
Dont buy this game not even if its 25 cents...this game is a stretch mark of grossness that
needs to be shot in a vague head of distant travel and never see this game ever again
love the burrito master!!!. This is quite a funny little adventure. The best way to describe it would be as "Noob's first point-and-
click adventure" and I say this for a few reasons.

1. You are given a general tutorial on what to do, but also you are given a hint ability in the form of a parrot names Juan.

2. When you hover your mouse over something you can interact with, the name shows up in purple if something new will
happen, white if there's nothing more interesting about it, same with using items with it.

3. This might sound a bit silly coming from me, but they're Anthros, though in a more "kid-friendly" sort of way and it's quite
harmless with no scenes of blood or violence let alone swear words.

As you can see it seems to be aimed as a younger age range, however I enjoyed playing it because it was atleast a little funny and
it makes you feel smart by being so easy and many different collectables in the game. Crackers (to use for hints if stuck), peices
of eight and flag peices. A fun and harmless game.. Interesting idea & concept but doesn't really make a good game it would
have worked better as a visual novel. Presentation is a bit cheap and gameplay is very short (less than 2hours). Full price isn't
that great value for money if it is discounted might be worth a buy otherwise leave it. I have to say that even in Early Access I've
been able to enjoy this game, although it's a bit of a struggle for me as I'm not as clever as some of you! Building and wiring a
robot can be surprisingly fun. The developer has been active adding new content and upgrading and tweaking (and yes, fixing)
the game and at final release it's going to be quite interesting for a lot of folks, although as I said, very challenging. If you liked
games like SpaceChem and Infinifactory, download the demo and give it a look.. Great mod for Company of Heroes, best one
in my oppinion only second to Blitzkrieg. A must try!. Very cute graphics. Fun creating elements when you could think of what
could go with what but not so great when your mind goes blank. Was fun for a wee while but then just kind of got a lil old. Will
probably play again at some point.. UPDATE. The developers added an option to disable UPNP, so now I can host a game. I
will update my review once I get to play! Thanks for that.

Note that the game insists on forwarding a fixed port. Please make this user-configurable? A command line switch, a text
config.ini file, anything. I play on a laptop and a PC, and the only way to host on one or the other is to edit the router settings
each time.
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Overall, I'd recommend. As you'd expect, it is a vaguely steampunk bomberman. It doesn't really build much in terms of
enemies and there are no upgrades for the bombs or any type of abilities. It does fairly steadily build on difficulty and strategy
though and I think it hits the sweet spot for being a game that is has enough challenge to be something I can beat in free time
over the weekend but not so much that it makes me want to rage quit. Well worth it for the sale price although you’d probably
feel there wasn’t enough there if you bought it at full price. I paused it fairly regularly to get stuff done around the house so I
wouldn’t say it is 10 hours shown even getting all the achievements. If you’ve played games like this before, it is probably 6 – 8
hours of content for 100%.. Short, but interesting aesthetic game. Worth the buy and play.. This will be an awesome game if
multiplayer worked as promised...kept saying network failure...and unable to connect...
I played other multiplayer vr games like Eleven Table Tennis, SportsBar, Rec room, Quivr..all without any problems so problem
is not on my side...I am refunding this and may repurchase this if multiplayer is fixed at some later date.....
For a single player tennis game I much rather prefer the First Person Tennis - the real tennis simulator..... I....love it?. I used to
play this game when I was like 4, revisiting it now it is still very fun and addicting. I prefer to play it in short bursts but it is still
just as fun as I remember.. Nice game i played for cards.
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